Evidence from developed Western societies is reviewed for the claims that (a) physical attractiveness judgments are substantially based on body size and shape, symmetry, sex-typical hormonal markers, and other specific cues and (b) physical attractiveness and these cues substantially predict health. Among the cues that the authors review, only female waist-to-hip ratio and weight appear to predict both attractiveness and health in the claimed manner. Other posited cues-symmetry and sex-typical hormonal markers among them-failed to predict either attractiveness or health (or both) in either sex. The authors find that there is some indication that attractiveness has an overall relationship with health among women, but little indication that male attractiveness relates to male health.
In this section we identify the primary attractiveness-health links that we review in this article. Later we address a number of potential qualifications for these relationships, including quite general qualifications (see Evolutionary Expectations for Attractiveness-Health Links in Developed Societies and in General).
The structure of the most widely discussed hypotheses in the attractiveness-health literature is that judgments of physical attractiveness should be based on a set of identifiable cues associated with health and the result should be that physical attractiveness itself is associated with health. In the past decade, research into attractiveness-health links has been dominated by the search for cues on which physical attractiveness judgments might be based. Less work has been done to test the central claim that these cues and attractiveness itself predict health outcomes. The cues that have received the most attention include symmetry in both faces and bodies; sexually dimorphic face characteristics; body size and shape, including WHR, body mass index (BMI), and other measures; and face averageness. Other proposed cues exist as well, including hair quality, skin quality, skin coloration, eye brightness/ clarity, and so forth, though less work has been done to investigate them and we do not review them here.
It is hypothesized that each of these categories of cues signals something about the bearer's health (for reviews, see Grammer et al., 2003; Miller & Todd, 1998; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1996 , 1999 Thornhill & Moller, 1997) . Symmetry (in particular, fluctuating asymmetry [FA] , which we describe in more detail below) is thought to reflect the stability of one's developmental course, indicating the extent to which one's genes were successful in building a symmetric organism despite environmental insults and attacks from pathogens. Sex-specific hormones are thought to suppress immune functioning in both sexes, meaning that those individuals with high sex-specific hormone loads must have particularly good immune systems. For women particularly, appropriate estrogen levels are thought to be critical to reproductive Face averageness predicts face attractiveness (Grammer et al., 2003; Henderson & Anglin, 2003; Koehler, Rhodes, & Simmons, 2002; Sarwer et al., 2003; Simmons et al., 2004) .
Sex-typical hormonal markers predict face attractiveness (Grammer et al., 2003; Henderson & Anglin, 2003; Koehler et al., 2004; Miller & Todd, 1998; Simmons et al., 2004) .
Sex-typical hormonal markers predict health (Grammer et al., 2003; Miller & Todd, 1998) .
The claims listed above are claims about what researchers already know to be true, and they are stated in quite general terms.
Evolutionary Expectations for Attractiveness-Health Links in Developed Societies and in General
Several theoretical considerations from evolutionary discussions cast doubt on the appropriateness of expectations for positive health-attractiveness links either specifically in developed societies or in general. Some examples of why such health links might not be expected follow.
Ancestral Environments
Theories from evolutionary psychology typically involve claims that a given set of relationships were found in ancestral environments but that specific aspects of those relationships may or may not hold in modern environments because of important differences with ancestral environments. Such a stance may seem to insulate claims from testability, but it need not be so. Better research from evolutionary psychology tests specific claims about the aspects of ancestral relationships that are expected to be found in modern environments and also tests specific claims about the nature of the interference from modern environments when such relationships are expected not to be found.
In the attractiveness-health literature, some researchers have claimed that although the tendency to base attractiveness judgments on the posited cues holds in modern environments, technological advances have partially or even fully severed the past relationship between these cues (and thus attractiveness itself) and health outcomes (B. C. Jones et al., 2001; Thornhill & Grammer, 1999) . We are not aware of studies that use such notions to test specific theories of the location of modern technological interference with the hypothesized ancestral effects.
Focus on Reproductive Success
Evolutionary theorists such as Getty (2002) and Kokko, Brooks, McNamara, and Housten (2002) have stressed that the bottom line in modern evolutionary theory is reproductive success and that health and survival are important only insofar as they contribute to higher reproductive success. Given different life histories, for example, one might find the most reproductively successful males in a given species in a given ecology having reduced longevity or worse phenotypic condition, assuming the males are trading these off against increased reproductive success across their shorter lives. Thus, one might find either positive or negative correlations between attractiveness and health, even if attractiveness honestly signals genetic advantages leading to higher reproductive success.
Subtle Distinctions
Some claims hold that posited health-attractiveness relationships may exist, but only among more subtle aspects of relevant features that have not typically been tested. A central example involves the particular aspects of health that may or may not relate to attractiveness. Citing predictions for health might implicate different things on the basis of what, exactly, one thinks ought to lead to greater long-term fitness. "Health" could include increases in immune system efficacy and, thus, lower levels of pathogenbased disease. "Health" could include metabolic efficiency, whereby some individuals achieve greater fitness in a more energy-efficient manner. "Health" could refer primarily to developmental health and young-adult health that lead to greater reproductive success in critical reproductive years but not necessarily to better late-age survival. "Health" could disproportionately implicate aspects of reproductive health leading to high fertility (i.e., the ability to produce children). Thus, some null findings may be irrelevant if one of these aspects of health is important to a given theorist's predictions and another is not.
Another example involves different symmetry measures. Most of the claims cited above make general statements about symmetry correlating with attractiveness and health, but the theoretical discussions tend to make predictions only about FAs as opposed to directional asymmetries (DAs)-the latter are asymmetries in traits that show up on a population-wide level, whereas the former are asymmetries in traits that tend not to be directionally asymmetric in the population (see Simmons et al., 2004 , for a review).
The Present Review
In this review we examine claims that in developed Western societies substantial links exist between attractiveness and health both in general and with respect to certain widely discussed specific cues, in particular, symmetry, body size and shape, face masculinity/femininity, and face averageness. We assess the current state of the research findings and whether those findings are properly interpreted as supporting claims that such substantial relationships exist.
Retrieval of Studies
We retrieved studies initially through PsycLIT, PsycINFO, and MEDLINE databases by searching for the keywords attractiveness and physical attractiveness. We retrieved studies cited in major reviews of health-attractiveness claims that we identified (Grammer et al., 2003; Langlois et al., 2000; Miller & Todd, 1998; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1996 , 1999 Thornhill & Moller, 1997) . We also manually inspected all issues of the journal Evolution and Human Behavior for relevant studies back to 1990. We examined studies cited in each relevant article identified in our search. Finally, we used the ISI Citation Indexes to search for more recent studies that had cited some of the major reviews and primary studies. We review studies published through late 2004.
Limitations
We limit our review in several ways. First, we do not review evidence from nondeveloped, non-Western countries. The primary claims we review are based on evidence from samples from developed Western societies and make general statements intended to apply to the developed Western societies in which the writers and readers of the claims are located. We understand that some of the theoretical suggestions mentioned above indicate that, in fact, it is precisely data from nondeveloped societies that are most relevant, but again, those are not the claims we review here. Further, studies from multiple nondeveloped societies are currently scarce.
A second important limitation of our review is that we do not review evidence for within-and between-individual differences in any of the relationships at issue. For example, several recent studies investigate whether women's preferences for different traits in men (e.g., masculine faces or symmetry) might change over the menstrual cycle or differ on the basis of the women's attractiveness or sociosexuality (for a review, see Penton-Voak et al., 2003) . These are interesting studies, and we believe some of them are promising. However, the claims we review are general ones, not condition dependent.
A third important limitation is that we do not review evidence for the associations between attractiveness or the proposed cues and reproductive success-measured by number of children or age at first child, for example. We do review evidence for the association between attractiveness (and the proposed cues) and indicators of fertility in its medical but not demographic sense. These include indicators such as male sperm quality and female miscarriage rates and success in in vitro fertilization procedures. We refer to these as indicators of reproductive health as opposed to indicators of fertility to remain clear about the scope of our review in this regard. We acknowledge that there exists evidence, for example, that more attractive people and taller men may have more children in developed Western societies, and these are interesting findings that should be examined further. But our review is centrally about claims relating to differential physiological condition.
In addition, we limit our review to directly relevant studies only. For example, we restrict our review to studies showing that a trait does or does not affect people's judgment relating specifically to physical attractiveness, not judgments relating to desirability as a mate or a person's number of sexual partners.
In summary, we review evidence for a set of simple, direct claims for attractiveness-health links in developed Western societies. We review what is known about certain proposed correlates of physical attractiveness judgments and what is known about the relationship between physical attractiveness and these correlates on the one hand and health on the other. We first address body attractiveness, primarily reviewing research on BMI (and related somatotypes), WHR, height, and symmetry, and then we address face attractiveness, primarily reviewing research on averageness, masculinity/femininity, and symmetry. Then we summarize and discuss the current evidence.
Attractiveness-Health Links in Body Characteristics

Body Characteristics and Body Attractiveness Women's Body Size and Shape
Research on the size and shape correlates of women's body attractiveness most commonly uses measures of BMI and WHR. BMI is a standard measure of weight, calculated by dividing weight in kilograms by height in meters squared. BMIs below 18.5 are typically considered underweight, BMIs from 18.5 to 25 are typically considered normal weight, BMIs from 25 to 30 are typically considered overweight, and BMIs over 30 are typically considered obese (National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [NHLBI], 1998) . WHR is calculated by dividing waist circumference by hip circumference. It is a measure of the relative distribution of fat in the lower body. Young adult women typically fall in the .70 to .90 WHR range and young adult men typically fall between .80 and .95 (Zaadstra et al., 1993) . Differences in WHR arise in part from hormonal differences, with circulating estrogen causing fat cell accumulation in the hip region (buttocks and thighs) and inhibiting fat cell accumulation in the waist region and circulating testosterone causing accumulation of fat cells in the waist region and inhibiting fat deposits in the hip region (DeRidder et al., 1990; Furnham, Tan, & McManus, 1997) . WHR and BMI are positively correlated, with one study finding a correlation of .57 (n ϭ 119) between the two (Jasienska, Ziomkiewicz, Ellison, Lipson, & Thune, 2004) .
Studies of weight or BMI and attractiveness. Tovee, Benson, Emery, Mason, and Cohen-Tovee (2003) had women use a computer program that manipulated a picture of a body to add or remove fat from particular areas. Women using the program (n ϭ 137) set the ideal female BMI on average at 20.3, which is at the low end of the normal range. For self-ratings of attractiveness in typically distributed samples, women in the overweight BMI range rate themselves the least attractive (Cash & Hicks, 1990; McCreary & Sadava, 2001) , and women in the underweight BMI range consider themselves the most attractive (McCreary & Sadava, 2001) .
Several studies of the effects of weight on body attractiveness have used simple line drawings of front views of figures that are claimed to vary independently in WHR and weight. The primary stimuli originated with Singh (e.g., Singh, 1993a , 1995b and consist of 12 line drawings of each sex with four WHR categories (.7, .8, .9 , and 1.0) and three weight categories (underweight, normal weight, and overweight). Studies in developed Western countries for the attractiveness of these line drawings as a function of weight have consistently found that the overweight female figures are judged the least attractive (Furnham et al., 1997; Henss, 1995; Singh, 1993a Singh, , 1993b Singh, , 1994a Singh, , 1994b Singh, , 1995b . The relative preferences between under-and normal-weight figures have typically favored the normal-weight figures (Furnham et al., 1997; Singh, 1993a Singh, , 1993b Singh, , 1994a Singh, , 1994b Singh, , 1995b , although Henss (1995) found that underweight figures were preferred. Tassinary and Hansen (1998) developed an expanded set of 27 alternative line drawings that were claimed to vary independently in weight, waist size, and hip size. Their alternative line drawings produced results with a strong role in attractiveness judgments for weight, a moderate role for hip circumferences, and no role for WHR. Replications using the Tassinary and Hansen line drawings have also pointed to the importance of weight in attractiveness judgments of these drawings. Forestell, Humphrey, and Stewart (2004) used Tassinary and Hansen's stimuli, finding that weight and waist and hip measures were all important to determining attractiveness judgments. Furnham, Moutafi, and Baguma (2002) used a subset of the Tassinary and Hansen stimuli and found light figures preferred over heavy figures.
Tovee and colleagues have used color photos of individuals' bodies (with heads obscured) to determine the gross body features that predict attractiveness ratings (Tovee & Cornelissen, 2001; Tovee, Maisey, Emery, & Cornelissen, 1999; Tovee, Reinhardt, Emery, & Cornelissen, 1998) . For women, they have found that BMIs in the high teens and low 20s are rated most attractive, with a sharp drop-off for BMIs lower than that range and a gradual drop-off for BMIs higher than that range (such that, e.g., BMIs in the low teens [anorexic levels] are rated at about the same low levels as BMIs in the low 30s [obese levels]). Thornhill and Grammer (1999) also used photos of women's bodies, in the nude and taken from both front and back, to test the correlates of body attractiveness ratings. One potential problem with this sample, however, is that the women were in an unusually low and restricted BMI range (M ϭ 19.4, SD ϭ 1.7; the sample consisted of women responding to a newspaper ad in Los Angeles placed by an artist, so one can imagine that this sample consisted largely of would-be actresses and the like). Nonetheless, they found that BMI had a strong relationship with ratings of back-side attractiveness (r ϭ Ϫ.53, n ϭ 92) and a moderate relationship with ratings of frontside attractiveness (r ϭ Ϫ.35, n ϭ 92). Unfortunately, they did not report nonlinear relationships, which Tovee's studies would suggest were likely present if the sample contained a significant portion of women with BMIs lower than the high teens (Tovee & Cornelissen, 2001; Tovee et al., 1999; Tovee et al., 1998) .
Studies of WHR and attractiveness. Tovee et al. (2003) had women use a computer program that manipulated a picture of a body to add or remove fat from particular areas. Women using the program (n ϭ 137) set the ideal female WHR on average at .79. In a study of self-ratings of attractiveness, Singh (2004) found a correlation of Ϫ.39 (n ϭ 144) with WHR among young White women.
Several studies of the effects of WHR on body attractiveness have used Singh's simple line drawings of front views of figures described above. For women, Singh's (1993a Singh's ( , 1993b Singh's ( , 1994a Singh's ( , 1994b work has consistently shown that the lower .7 WHR is judged most attractive among the female line drawings, whereas Henss's (1995) replication (using the same drawings) showed a preference for . 8 over .9 over .7, and Furnham et al.'s (1997) replication (using the same drawings) found that raters preferred .7 and .8 WHRs equally (with the marginal advantage to .8).
Streeter and McBurney (2003) modified Singh's method by using a single photograph of a woman's body and creating computerized alterations with 27 total categories consisting of all possible combinations of three different widths for waist, hip, and chest, resulting in five different WHRs (.5, .6, .7, .9, and 1.2). They found a curvilinear relationship between attractiveness and WHR, with .7 the highest and .5 and 1.2 the lowest. We note, however, that the differences between attractiveness ratings for .7 on the one hand and .6 and .9 on the other hand were relatively trivial, and, as mentioned, most women in developed countries fall in this rangeindicating that the truly less attractive values were those falling well outside of usual WHR ranges. Tassinary and Hansen (1998) , using their alternative 27 line drawings, found a strong role in attractiveness judgments for weight and a moderate role for hip circumferences but no role for WHR. Replications using the Tassinary and Hansen drawings, however, have found independent effects for WHR. Forestell et al. (2004) used Tassinary and Hansen's stimuli and found that .7
WHR was preferred at all weight levels and that weight and waist and hip measures were all important to determining attractiveness judgments. Furnham et al. (2002) used a subset of the Tassinary and Hansen stimuli and found .7 WHR preferred over .9, preferred over .5. Henss (2000) used photos of six attractive women with WHRs from .7 to .79 and created one altered set by expanding the waists (resulting in WHRs from .71 to .85) and another altered set by narrowing the waists (resulting in WHRs from .68 to .74). The set with the narrowed waists was found more attractive than the unaltered set, which was found more attractive than the set with expanded waists.
In studies using photographs of unaltered women's bodies (with faces obscured), with a range of WHRs from .68 to above .9, Tovee and colleagues (Tovee & Cornelissen, 2001; Tovee et al., 1998 Tovee et al., , 1999 have found that lower WHRs are indeed found more attractive in women, even after controlling for BMI. Nonetheless, these studies have found that BMI had the far greater effect compared with WHR. Thornhill and Grammer (1999) found negative correlations between WHR and attractiveness judgments for photographs of 92 nude women's front sides (r ϭ Ϫ.16) and back sides (r ϭ Ϫ.24), though they found as well that BMI had substantially larger correlations with attractiveness (rs ϭ Ϫ.35 and Ϫ.53 for fronts and backs, respectively). Tovee, Hancock, Mahmoodi, Singleton, and Cornelissen (2002) , using a range of BMI from 18.0 to 25.8 (approximately the full "normal" range of female BMIs) and a range of WHRs from .66 to .84, found similar correlations (BMI: r ϭ Ϫ.53; WHR: r ϭ Ϫ.21) and further found no significant interaction between the two.
Overall, then, it appears that both BMIs in the lower end of the normal range and lower WHR are relatively consistently found more attractive in Western women, that BMI and WHR probably have independent contributions to attractiveness judgments despite being positively correlated, that BMI likely has the stronger effect of the two, and that both BMI and WHR are maximally attractive not at their lowest possible ranges but at ranges at the lower end of typical female distributions (BMIs closer to 20.0 and WHRs closer to .7). 
Men's Body Size and Shape
Body size from fat and muscle. For self-ratings of attractiveness in typically distributed samples, men in overweight BMI ranges, like women, rate themselves less attractive, though men in higher BMI ranges rate themselves as more attractive than women in higher BMI ranges (Cash & Hicks, 1990; McCreary & Sadava, 2001) . Men consider themselves least attractive in the underweight BMI range, in contrast to women, who consider themselves most attractive in the underweight BMI range (McCreary & Sadava, 2001) .
Results for the attractiveness of Singh's male line drawings as a function of weight have consistently shown that the overweight figures are judged the least attractive (Furnham et al., 1997; Henss, 1995; Singh, 1993a Singh, , 1993b Singh, , 1994b Singh, , 1995b . Whereas Singh (1993a Singh ( , 1993b Singh ( , 1994b Singh ( , 1995b and Furnham et al. (1997) have found that normal-weight male figures are judged most attractive, Henss (1995) found that under-and normal-weight male figures did not differ in rated attractiveness.
A different line-drawing study used the somatotypes that Sheldon had defined and measured (Sheldon, Dupertuis, & McDermott, 1954; Sheldon, Stevens, & Tucker, 1940) . Sheldon argued that each person's body could be rated as having a degree of three independent dimensions or somatotypes: endomorphy (fatness, softness), mesomorphy (muscularity), and ectomorphy (leanness). More recently, Sheldon's somatotyping procedures, which are somewhat subjective measures, have been replaced with the Heath-Carter anthropometric somatotypes, a set of standard measures involving skin fold measures to quantify endomorphy, a set of limb breadth and girth measures corrected for height and fatness to quantify mesomorphy, and a height-to-weight ratio (similar to BMI) to quantify ectomorphy (Carter & Heath, 1990) . Dixson et al. (2003) had female participants rate line drawings of paradigmatic examples of Sheldon's (Sheldon et al., 1940 (Sheldon et al., , 1954 three somatotypes along with an average stimuli, finding that the women strongly preferred the mesomorph type (followed by average, then ectomorph, then endomorph).
Maisey, Vale, Cornelissen, and Tovee (1999) had female participants rate the attractiveness of 50 photographed front-view male bodies, bodies that showed a range of different BMIs, WHRs, and waist-to-chest ratios (WCRs). They found in a multiple regression analysis that WCR was the primary predictor, accounting for 56% of the variance in a linear relationship, in which smaller WCRs (indicating larger chests relative to waists) predicted increased attractiveness. BMI was also a significant predictor, accounting for about 13% of the variance in a curvilinear relationship, in which BMIs in the low 20s were judged most attractive, with drop-offs on both sides (and ratings particularly low as BMIs approached 30.0). WHR was not a significant predictor.
Other studies have also found that women prefer men with inverted triangular upper bodies, that is, with relatively high chestto-waist (or shoulder-to-waist) ratios. This conclusion has emerged from silhouette studies using, for the most part, undergraduate female judges (Hovarth, 1981; Salusso-Deonier, Markee, & Pedersen, 1993) as well as from self-reports of what is important to women about a man's body (Franzoi & Herzog, 1987) . Beck, Ward-Hull, and McLear's (1976) silhouette study suggests that there may be limits to women's preference for larger chests, finding that undergraduates found moderately large chests more desirable than yet larger chests. A similar result was reached by Dixson et al. (2003) , who had raters rate the attractiveness of mesomorph line drawings with different WCRs, finding a strong preference for a .6 ratio, followed by .7, .5, and .8.
Line-drawing studies have shown that male WHRs in the higher (typically male) range around .9 are judged more attractive than WHRs in the low (typically female) range (Dixson et al., 2003; Furnham et al., 1997; Henss, 1995; Singh, 1995b) .
One study varied several parameters of male silhouettes including the presence or absence of a protruding abdomen (other factors were slouched vs. straight shoulders, thick vs. thin neck, head up vs. bent forward, V shape vs. pillar shape; Gitter, Lomranz, & Saxe, 1982) . When university women from Boston and Tel-Aviv rated the drawings for attractiveness, the body characteristic that accounted for the greatest variance was the presence versus absence of a protruding abdomen; it accounted for 53% of the variance (collapsing across cultures). This finding contrasts somewhat with the studies finding chest size in relation to waist size to be the primary determinant, though the other studies did not specifically include protruding abdomens.
The dominant theme for men appears to be the attractiveness of the simultaneous presence of high muscularity and low fatness, which in the end makes BMI alone an insufficient measure given that it confounds somewhat men with high muscularity and moderate fatness. Unattractive male bodies appear to come in two forms in typical populations, those that are skinny (low fatness and low muscularity) and those that are high fat relative to muscularity.
Body size from height. In light of how easily and reliably height can be measured, there is a surprisingly thin literature on the relation of height to physical attractiveness. Instead, studies have tended to focus on independent female preferences for male height, as opposed to whether men's height affects women's judgments of their physical attractiveness per se. For example, women have been found to express direct preferences for men who are taller than they are (Pawlowski, 2003; Sheppard & Strathman, 1989) , taller men have been found to receive more responses in personals advertisements (Lynn & Shurgot, 1984; Pawlowski & Koziel, 2002) , women have been found to go out with their taller dates more often than their shorter dates (Sheppard & Strathman, 1989) , taller men have been found to have higher numbers of serious relationships (Nettle, 2002a) , and taller men have been found to be more likely to marry and have children (Pawlowski, Dunbar, & Lipowicz, 2000) and to remarry upon divorce and have additional children (Mueller & Mazur, 2001 ). Nonetheless, it is possible that if one were to line up a group of men and have women rate their physical attractiveness, the women's judgments would be independent of the men's height-and yet at the same time the women may say they prefer dating taller men. Height may matter in mating decisions (as do education, income, generosity, etc.) and yet not be attractive in the sense that it affects judgments of how good looking men are. Sheppard and Strathman (1989) asked male and female college students to report on the attractiveness of their dates and their dates' heights. Despite expressing preferences for taller men and dating taller men more frequently, there was neither a linear nor a curvilinear relationship between the males' height and the females' rating of their attractiveness. This finding suggests that male height might be desirable independently of, and not be a component of, male physical attractiveness. Macintyre and West (1991) , on the other hand, did find a positive relationship between height and attractiveness. Their study involved 1,000 15-year-old adolescents in western Scotland. Attractiveness ratings were recorded for three interviewers who interacted with the adolescents. Positive relationships of height to attractiveness were found for both genders.
Body FA
FA measures deviations from perfect bilateral symmetry in traits that on average show no DA in populations . It is thought to be a negative measure of developmental stability and to be increased by genetic stress (harmful mutations, homozygosity, etc.) and environmental stress (parasites, overcrowding, pollution, etc.; Gangestad & Thornhill, 1997; Manning, Koukourakis, & Brodie, 1997; Parsons, 1990 Parsons, , 1992 .
We know of no studies that have actually reported correlations between measured body FA and ratings of body attractiveness in typical populations. The following studies, then, merely approach but do not address head-on the issue at hand, that is, whether body symmetry may contribute to perceptions of body attractiveness.
Tovee, Tasker, and Benson (2000) conducted a computerenhanced symmetry study comparing photographs of 25 women's bodies with manipulated images of those photographs to produce perfect symmetry. When raters simply rated the attractiveness of the bodies, no difference was found between ratings of the original and enhanced-symmetry photos. In a forced-choice design, however, raters showed a slight but significant preference for the enhanced-symmetry version (in 55.5% of cases raters preferred the enhanced-symmetry version, and in 44.5% of cases they preferred the unadulterated version). These results indicate that although symmetry may matter for judgments of female body attractiveness, it probably matters very little.
Singh (1995a) used line drawings of female figures that varied in WHR and breast symmetry and claimed to have found that both mattered for attractiveness judgments. However, the effects for breast asymmetry were small, and Singh (1995a) created breast asymmetry in his drawings by having one breast sag noticeably, which resulted in raters judging the drawn figure to be significantly older. Dixson et al. (2003) found the opposite for women's judgments of male line drawings-the less symmetric was preferred to the perfectly symmetric. In general, though, asymmetries in real bodies are very subtle visual cues, and it is unclear to us that these kinds of line-drawing studies are appropriate for studying them.
Body Attractiveness and Health
We are not aware of any study from developed societies correlating body attractiveness with actual health outcomes. Several correlates of body attractiveness, however, have known relationships to health outcomes.
Body Characteristics and Health
BMI
Obesity has long been an identified risk factor for a variety of serious illnesses and mortality. The evidence comes from a large number of studies, many with samples that are representative of the general population and very large. High BMI is associated with increased incidence of and mortality from a variety of specific diseases, including hypertension; adult-onset diabetes; coronary artery disease; stroke; gallbladder disease; osteoarthritis; sleep apnea and respiratory problems; and endometrial, breast, prostate, and colon cancers (Gilmore, 1999; Milligan et al., 1997; Must et al., 1999; NHLBI, 1998; Pi-Sunyer, 1993) . In general, high BMIs are associated with overall all-cause mortality risk (NHLBI, 1998) as well as lower overall self-ratings of health in men and women (McCreary & Sadava, 2001 ). Further, BMIs in the normal range are not equally healthy. For women within the normal range of 18.5 to 25, for instance, the higher ranges are associated with increased risk of coronary heart disease .
The evidence on underweight BMI and health is less consistent. On the one hand, people with anorexia are known to suffer from a number of serious health complications and from markedly increased overall risk of mortality (Deter & Herzog, 1994) . On the other hand, health outcomes in typically distributed populations often report better health in the underweight BMI range, especially for women. In McCreary and Sadava (2001) , for example, selfreports of overall physiological health among women were highest in the underweight category and lowest in the overweight category, whereas among men they were highest in the normal-weight category and lowest in the underweight category. This is consistent with some findings from the medical literature generally, which show worse health outcomes and increased mortality risk among underweight individuals, resulting in a J-shaped relationship between BMI and health problems (Folsom et al., 1993; NHLBI, 1998) .
Obesity has been linked to a wide variety of reproductive problems in women, including complications of pregnancy, menstrual irregularities, amenorrhea, ovulatory infertility (polycystic ovarian syndrome), increased risk of late fetal deaths, increased morbidity for mother and child, and increased risk of congenital abnormalities (NHLBI, 1998) . Severely underweight women (e.g., those with anorexia) experience menstrual irregularities, amenorrhea, and nonovulation (De Souza & Metzger, 1991) . Anorexia has been linked to problems carrying children. In one study of 66 women with a history of anorexia, though the women were equally likely to have become pregnant as controls, anorexia was associated with higher miscarriage rates, higher premature birth rates, and lower birth weights (Bulik, Sullivan, Pickering, Dawn, & McCullian, 1999) .
Studies of in vitro fertilization patients have produced equivocal results, suggesting that BMI might be a weak predictor of pregnancy rates among these patients. The largest study (Zaadstra et al., 1993 , 500 women) showed a slight drop in pregnancy rates for women with BMIs under 20 and a bigger drop for women with BMIs over 30, but it further found that WHR and age were better predictors than BMI. A second study (Wass, Waldenstrom, Rossner, & Hellberg, 1997, 220 women) found no relationship between BMI and pregnancy rate.
WHR
Distribution of body fat is known to be an independent risk factor for a number of serious diseases and mortality over and above BMI or percentage of body fat (NHLBI, 1998) . This is due in part to the fact that fat cells differ in morphology and physiological function depending on their location on the body (Bjorntorp, 1991; Rebuffe-Scrive, 1991) . However, the National Institutes of Health view waist circumference alone a marginally better measure than WHR in determining overall health risks (NHLBI, 1998) , though WHR is predictive as well (Bjorntorp, 1988) . In a study of more than 40,000 Iowa women aged 55 to 69 years, WHR was found to be the better predictor of 5-year mortality risk than BMI, though both were predictive (Folsom et al., 1993) . A waist above 40 in. (101.6 cm) in men and 35 in. (88.9 cm) in women is known to carry substantial increased risk for a variety of poor health outcomes and mortality, independent of BMI (NHLBI, 1998) .
In women, WHR has been a promising candidate for effects on reproductive health because of its close relationship with sextypical hormones (DeRidder et al., 1990; Furnham et al., 1997) . Higher WHRs in women are associated with higher plasma testosterone loads and specifically with polycystic ovary syndrome and idiopathic hirsutism (two conditions associated with increased androgen secretion by the ovaries, with the former also involving a lack of ovulation; Evans, Barth, & Burke, 1988) .
Two large studies of in vitro fertilization patients have identified WHR as a predictor of pregnancy rates among these patients (Wass et al., 1997; Zaadstra et al., 1993) . Both studies found WHR to be the best predictor among their tested variables, including BMI and age, with lower WHRs associated with about double the pregnancy rates of higher WHRs. In addition, Jasienska et al. (2004) found that WHR correlated across women's menstrual cycles with concentration of progesterone and 17-␤-estradiol, two reproductive hormones associated with higher conception probabilities. 
Men's Muscularity
For men, as we have seen, BMI alone is an unsatisfying measure because men's attractiveness depends more on body shape indicating higher versus lower levels of muscularity in relation to body fat (e.g., low WCR, or a mesomorphic somatotype). Although most modern health studies employ BMI, which conflates larger body sizes on the basis of higher amounts of fat and muscle, some have also used Sheldon's (Sheldon et al., 1940 (Sheldon et al., , 1954 somatotypes. The operative question for our purposes is whether men who are large because of muscularity (who are more attractive to women) are healthier than men who are fat and men who are thin (who are both less attractive). We have clear evidence from BMI studies that larger men are less healthy, but is it only the men who are large because of fatness who are less healthy? That is, is it only high endomorphy that predicts worse health, or is high mesomorphy a predictor as well?
Most studies of cardiovascular disease in men identify both increased mesomorphy as well as increased endomorphy as risk 2 On the other hand, Tovee, Mason, Emery, McCluskey, and CohenTovee (1997) have made an interesting point with regard to women with anorexia. Tovee et al. (1997) described a sample of women with anorexia in which the average WHR was .76, a WHR that was indistinguishable from the .74 WHR in a sample of normal women. But women with anorexia typically do not ovulate or menstruate (De Souza & Metzger, 1991) . Further, although underweight women can regain normal ovulation patterns through weight gain, there is some evidence (mentioned above) that women with a history of anorexia have higher miscarriage and premature birth rates and lower birth weights (Bulik et al., 1999) . Thus, WHR alone would appear to misread the fertility status of very thin women. factors, with ectomorphy alone being associated with better riskfactor and outcome measures (Damon, Damon, Harpending, & Kannel, 1969; Gertler & White, 1954; Malina, Katzmarzyk, Song, Theriault, & Bouchard, 1997; Paul et al., 1963; Smit, Daehne, Halhuber, & Stocksmeier, 1979; Spain, Nathan, & Gellis, 1963; Williams et al., 2000) . It appears that combinations of increased mesomorphy with increased endomorphy might signal the largest risk (Carter & Heath, 1990 ).
Men's Height
There have been several large-scale surveys examining the relationship between height and health. Peck and Vagero (1989) reported on a survey of a large sample comprising more than 10,000 randomly selected Swedes who were monitored for 6 years. The excess risk of death for the shortest one third of both men and women was about 20%, and when one controlled for both current socioeconomic status and childhood socioeconomic status, the excess risk was reduced, but only to about 15%. Relatively short men and women also classified their health as poorer than did taller men and women, even after controlling for class.
Similar results were found in a 1994 Finnish survey of more than 8,000 men and women. Among men there was a linear relationship between body height and self-reported general health as well as a negative linear relationship with the presence of chronic, limiting diseases. The differences between the tallest and the shortest men remained after controlling for childhood economic problems, alcohol problems in the childhood home, and education (these variables were all correlated with adult height). The residual odds ratios were 0.75 for tall men and 1.30 for short men (Silventoinen, Lahekma, & Rahkonen, 1999 ).
An inverse relationship between coronary artery disease and height has been found in several large-scale studies. Two studies involving three large samples have found that height was inversely related to ischemic heart disease (Walker, Shaper, Phillips, & Cook, 1989; Yarnell, Limb, Layzell, & Baker, 1992) . Walker et al. (1989) also found height to be directly related to social class, and social class is inversely related to the incidence of heart disease, but height remained correlated to heart disease when controlling for social class. In a subsequent follow-up study of the same sample, height was again found to be inversely proportional to the incidence of ischemic heart disease and was also found to relate to fatal (but not nonfatal) strokes (Wannamethee, Shaper, Whincup, & Walker, 1998) ; men in the shortest quintile were significantly more likely to experience fatal strokes than were men in the other four quintiles (see also Barker, Osmond, & Golding, 1990; Herbert et al., 1993; Kee et al., 1997; Krahn, Manfreda, Tate, Mathewson, & Cuddy, 1994; Waaler, 1984) .
However, there are also reports in the literature suggesting that height is associated with poor health and early mortality. First, there have been reports of positive relationships between height and cancer risk (Shors, Solomon, McTiernan, & White, 2001) . The risk varies with type of cancer, and in general the increased risk from height appears to be relatively weak. Increased height has been shown to increase the risk, for example, of lung cancer (Gunnell, May, Ben-Shlomo, Yarnell, & Smith, 2003) , pancreatic cancer (Michaud et al., 2001) , and skin cancer (Shors et al., 2001) .
Also in accord with the idea that height is associated with poor health and mortality, Samaras and Storms (1992) studied 373 male veterans who died between 1984 and 1988, mostly in the San Diego Veterans Affairs Hospital. The veterans' ages at death ranged from 29 to 97. The causes of death were for the most part heart disease, cancer, stroke, and liver failure. The correlation between weight and age at death was Ϫ.20; the correlation between height and age at death was Ϫ.23. The multiple correlation that resulted from regressing age at death on height and weight was .26, with betas of Ϫ.17 and Ϫ.13, respectively (all ps Ͻ .001). It is striking that the correlations of height and weight are approximately equal. The authors reported several other studies of the relationship of height to longevity. One study looked at 3,200 deceased baseball players, and a steady decline in longevity with height was noted. In a second sample of famous men (numbering 253) for whom height data were available, men shorter than 5 ft. 9 in. (1.75 m) lived, on average, 4.6 years longer than those taller than 5 ft. 9 in. And in a study of West Point graduates, there was no association between height and mortality for the first 40 years after graduation, but from that point on increased height was associated with increased mortality (Mueller & Mazur, 2001) .
Indeed, Samaras, Elrick, and Storms (1999) reviewed a variety of kinds of evidence suggesting that shorter men live longer. In light of the well-documented inverse relationship between height and coronary artery disease, it is difficult to explain these findings of a negative association between height and longevity. It should be said, however, that the studies finding an inverse relationship between height and longevity cited above tended to use samples of males who at least in early adulthood were physically reasonably fit-those inducted into the military, baseball players, and so on-whereas studies finding coronary artery disease decreasing with height tended to be large-scale surveys of the population as a whole. Thus, it might be that early childhood nutritional factors account for the inverse relationship between height and coronary artery disease but that those who suffered these nutritional deficits were selected out of the samples. This cannot be the whole story, however, because the Manitoba Follow-Up Study followed members of the Royal Canadian Air Force during World War II yet found a negative association between coronary artery disease and height, and presumably, this sample was selected for physically fit young men (Krahn et al., 1994) . So a complete resolution of these two sets of data remains to be found.
Body FA
Early interest in human FA began with observations of dental asymmetry in Down's syndrome patients and others and dermatoglyphic (i.e., fingerprint) asymmetries in individuals with schizophrenia (DiBennardo & Bailit, 1978; Livshits & Kobyliansky, 1991) . Further, a study comparing preterm to full-term infants found newborn body FA to be predicted negatively from gestational age and positively from infant cardiovascular problems, as well as weakly associated with infant respiratory problems and pregnancy complications (in particular, mother infections; Livshits et al., 1988) .
Studies of adult populations suggest a small role for body FA as a health indicator, though results have not been consistent. Milne et al. (2003) used a sample of 965 men and women, relating a composite measure of FA for six body traits with a variety of health-related measures taken at age 26. They found (a) a modest relationship ( p Ͻ .01) between BMI and FA (though closer in-spection found the relationship held for women but not men), (b) a small relationship ( p Ͻ .05 but not p Ͻ .01) between asymmetry and reporting two or more past health conditions from a list that included anemia, arthritis, cancer, diabetes, epilepsy, heart trouble, hepatitis, kidney/bladder infections, and major surgery (they reported anecdotally that the strongest correlates with FA were hepatitis and major surgery), and (c) no relationship between asymmetry and having one or more of the above conditions, WHR, systolic blood pressure, total blood cholesterol, fitness, or periodontal disease. Tomkinson and Olds (2000) looked at 21 men and 25 women on a range of health and performance indicators. Overall, they "failed to detect any relationship between symmetry and health-related physiological fitness" (p. 548), though their sample sizes were very small. Converting their correlations such that negative ones would be predicted by symmetry theory, their average correlation 3 between body FA measures and heath indicators was .06 for men and Ϫ.01 for women-this indicates that it was not low power alone that prevented the hypothesized effects from appearing.
Scutt, Manning, Whitehouse, Leinster, and Massey (1997) compared 250 breast cancer patients with 250 controls and found that breast FA accounted for 4% of the variance in predicting breast cancer after controlling for breast size (which was a stronger predictor and positively associated with breast FA).
Manning, Scutt, and Lewis-Jones (1998) looked at 53 men in an infertility clinic. Low FA between right-and left-hand fingers predicted higher sperm numbers, faster sperm, and more sperm migration (in addition, taller men had faster sperm, and thinner men had better sperm migration, though no explanation was attempted). Firman, Simmons, Cummins, and Matson (2003) looked at 50 Australian men. Low FA from a composite measure using ear length, fourth finger length, and foot length predicted higher sperm number, higher motility, and low sperm head length (a feature the authors said might be associated with reduced fertility).
Attractiveness-Health Links in Face Characteristics
Face Characteristics and Face Attractiveness Averageness
The study of face averageness goes back at least to Galton (1879) , who projected multiple faces onto a single photographic plate to create composite portraits. Many studies today use computer averaging to combine digital photographs or morph individual photographs into more-or less-typical shapes, but the idea is essentially the same. Other studies attempt to correlate ratings or measures of face averageness or typicality (or, conversely, face distinctiveness) with ratings of attractiveness and other characteristics.
Studies using computer blending techniques have tended to show that when individuals' photographs are either blended with averaged composites or warped into a more-average shape, they are rated more attractive than the original photographs in both sexes (Langlois & Roggman, 1990; Little & Hancock, 2002; Rhodes & Tremewan, 1996; Rhodes, Yoshikawa, et al., 2001; Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al., 2001 ). Grammer and Thornhill (1994) , however, found that whereas composites were preferred to originals for female faces, raters preferred originals over composites for male faces.
In samples of unadulterated face photographs, studies have found moderate correlations (typically around .30) between ratings of averageness or typicality or (the inverse of) distinctiveness and ratings of face attractiveness (Morris & Wickham, 2001; Rhodes, Sumich, & Bryatt, 1999; Rhodes, Yoshikawa, et al., 2001; Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al., 2001; Zebrowitz, Hall, Murphy, & Rhodes, 2002) .
D. Jones and Hill (1993) , instead of having raters judge averageness, actually measured averageness in a set of faces by determining the distance of face landmarks from their average positions. When these distances were large, faces tended to be judged less attractive in three different samples for both sexes, though the correlations were low to moderate in size and generally nonsignificant given the small sample sizes, typically around 40 to 50 individuals. For men, the average weighted correlation was Ϫ.24; for women it was Ϫ.21.
Masculine and Feminine Face Features
Several studies have examined the relationships between masculine and feminine face features and judgments of face attractiveness. These studies have used a variety of techniques, from computer programs that systematically manipulate images to measuring the dimensions of face features in samples of photographs.
Rhodes, Chan, Zebrowitz, and Simmons (2003) found a very large correlation between participants' ratings of female faces' femininity and attractiveness (r ϭ .53, n ϭ 156), as did r ϭ .78 , n ϭ 100). In addition, Koehler et al. (2004) found a significant relationship between a measure of actual sexual dimorphism and women's face attractiveness (r ϭ Ϫ.30, n ϭ 99), suggesting that, in fact, the relationship between femininity and female facial attractiveness is real and not just an effect of raters' assumptions about attractive female faces. D. Jones and Hill (1993) reached similar results, in which a combination of features reflecting youth and femininity predicted ratings of women's attractiveness.
Several studies have used computer averaging and morphing techniques to look at overall preferences for face masculinity and femininity in male and female faces. Most such studies report that exaggerated femininity is found more attractive in both female faces (Johnston, Hagel, Franklin, Fink, & Grammer, 2001; Perrett et al., 1998; Rhodes, Hickford, & Jeffery, 2000) and male faces Little & Hancock, 2002; Little, Jones, Penton-Voak, Burt, & Perrett, 2002; Perrett et al., 1998; Rhodes et al., 2000) .
Yet other studies have found masculine features more attractive in men. Johnston et al. (2001) had women identify an average, an attractive, and a masculine male face along a smooth continuum of masculine and feminine male faces and reported that the selected attractive face was on the masculine side of average. However, there was no attempt to judge whether the women had accurately picked out the average male face, therefore it is not apparent that this finding contradicts those studies finding that women prefer male faces more feminine than actual composite averages. Other studies have correlated specific sexually dimorphic face features with ratings of male face attractiveness and have found that more sexually dimorphic features predict increased male attractiveness (Grammer & Thornhill, 1994; Penton-Voak et al., 2001; Scheib, Gangestad, & Thornhill, 1999) , though these studies have found different, even contradictory, feature sets sexually dimorphic (e.g., Scheib et al., 1999 , cheekbone prominence as masculine trait vs. Penton-Voak et al., 2001, cheekbone prominence as feminine trait). Rhodes et al. (2003) found a positive though nonsignificant correlation between participants' ratings of male faces' masculinity and attractiveness (r ϭ .11, n ϭ 154), and Koehler et al. (2004) found a significant relationship between men's face attractiveness and raters' impressions of face masculinity (r ϭ .37, n ϭ 94). However, when using an actual measure of sexual dimorphism, Koehler et al. (2004) found a nonsignificant tendency for more feminine male faces to be rated as more attractive (r ϭ Ϫ.14, n ϭ 94). These findings suggest that although raters might assume that attractive male faces are more masculine (because of assumptions about the desirability of masculinity for male faces), it is not in fact the case.
Finally, Swaddle and Reierson (2002) had participants look at 21 male faces in both front and profile views, and they digitally manipulated those faces to increase and decrease the effects of testosterone on developing faces-testosterone, by their account, increases face height and increases the size of the lower jaw. They found, on the one hand, that women had an overall preference for male faces close to the center of the distribution and, on the other hand, that for any given face, women tended to prefer the version of that face that was adjusted toward the center of the distribution-that is, for male faces naturally showing high levels of testosterone, women tended to prefer the computer-manipulated version decreasing masculinity, and for male faces naturally showing low levels of testosterone, women tended to prefer the version increasing masculinity. Overall, whereas results on women show consistent preferences for feminine faces, the results for men are inconsistent and suggest that average male femininity/masculinity might be preferred in male faces.
Face Symmetry
There are two basic kinds of studies that have explored the relationship between face symmetry and face attractiveness: (a) studies in which the face symmetry of photographed faces is manipulated through computer imaging techniques either to enhance or reduce symmetry so that raters can compare the altered faces with the originals and (b) studies that take available populations and correlate face attractiveness ratings with natural symmetry measures.
Several computer manipulation studies have revealed a preference for face symmetry in face attractiveness judgments for both male and female faces, comparing original faces with faces that have either been blended with their mirror images to produce symmetry or have been warped into symmetric images using landmarks on both sides of the face (Koehler et al., 2002; Perrett et al., 1999; Rhodes, Proffitt, Grady, & Sumich, 1998; Rhodes, Yoshikawa, et al., 2001; Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al., 2001) . One study has found such symmetric images less attractive (Swaddle & Cuthill, 1995) , and two have found no preference (Kowner, 1996; Noor & Evans, 2003) except in a sample of faces of very old people (Kowner, 1996) . Rhodes, Roberts, and Simmons (1999) suggested that methodological differences in some of these studies explain many of the null findings, and they found that blending faces with mirror images to create symmetry resulted in more attractive symmetric images but creating left-left or right-right composites did not. Finally, Mealey, Bridgstock, and Townsend (1999) looked at 34 identical twin pairs and found that the more symmetric of the two twins was judged the more attractive.
These kinds of direct-comparison studies in fact prove little. In particular, while they show that a preference for symmetry exists, they do nothing to answer the crucial question of how much it matters. One can imagine any number of traits that would surely show up in a controlled-comparison preference study that in actuality are very minor mate selection criteria. For example, study participants who were offered two descriptions of a potential mate that were identical, except that one described the person having a lovely singing voice and the other described an awkward singing voice, would quite likely prefer the individual with a lovely singing voice, consistent with evolutionary claims (e.g., Miller, 2000) that musical displays bear fitness-relevant information and thus are logically found in mate-selection preferences. However, in a largescale representative study comparing many different mateselection criteria, quality of singing voice would likely be rather low on the list and not properly considered fundamentally important.
Several studies have compared the actual symmetry of photographed faces to raters' judgments of face attractiveness in a manner that allows for meaningful effect size measures. Some have found that raters' impressions of face symmetry correlate positively (typically around .30) with attractiveness judgments for men and women Rhodes et al., 1998; Rhodes, Sumich, & Bryatt, 1999; Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al., 2001; Simmons et al., 2004; Zebrowitz et al., 2002) .
The most straightforward design has been in studies that have actually measured face asymmetry and correlated these measures with ratings of face attractiveness. There have been several such studies, as shown in Table 1 , which displays the results separately for men and women. In general, these studies show small effects in men (weighted average r ϭ Ϫ.14) and essentially no effect in women (weighted average r ϭ Ϫ.06). In a related study, B. C. Jones et al. (2004) had raters rate the similarity of male face photo pairs created by mirroring the left-half face for one photo and the right-half face for the other to determine the overall symmetry of the unadulterated face photos (the more similar they rated the leftand right-based photos, the more symmetric the original face was assumed to have been). This similarity rating was then correlated with attractiveness ratings for the set of men, finding a significant positive correlation of .21 between left-right similarity and attractiveness, which is generally consistent with the findings in Table 1 with respect to men. Simmons et al. (2004) stressed that although many studies have measured asymmetries in faces, it is not clear that they have measured theoretically important FAs (in features that do not show population-level DA and are thought to be the types of asymmetries associated with developmental instability) and not theoretically irrelevant DAs (features that do show population-level DA, which are thought to be unrelated to developmental stability). Simmons et al. (2004) created composite measures of three cate-gories of face asymmetry: FA, DA, and asymmetry variance about the population mean asymmetry of traits with DA (FA about DA). In their sample of 172 men and 205 women, they found that these three categories of asymmetry together accounted for a significant 4.5% of the variance in men's face attractiveness but did not account for a significant percentage of the variance in the attractiveness of women's faces. These findings are consistent with the measured asymmetry studies cataloged in Table 1 and discussed above, finding small effects in men and essentially none in women.
BMI
Four studies have looked at the relationship between women's BMI and ratings of their face attractiveness. Two using nonlinear BMI measures have found large relationships, with multiple correlations of Ϫ.45 (n ϭ 94; Hume & Montgomerie, 2001 ) and Ϫ.55 (n ϭ 19; Rikowski & Grammer, 1999) ; one using a linear BMI term also found a large relationship, with a correlation of Ϫ.45 (n ϭ 100; Davis, Shuster, Dionne, & Claridge, 2001) ; and another using a linear BMI term found a small but meaningful relationship, with a correlation of Ϫ.17 (n ϭ 92; Thornhill & Grammer, 1999) . Although there is good evidence that BMI substantially affects men's judgments of women's faces, there is only one study that correlated men's BMI with face attractiveness, and in that study the two were only very weakly (nonsignificantly) negatively correlated (r ϭ Ϫ.08, n ϭ 95; Hume & Montgomerie, 2001) .
Face Attractiveness and Health
Studies correlating judgments of face attractiveness and rater impressions of target health produce very large positive correlations for both sexes, typically around .60 (Henderson & Anglin, 2003; B. C. Jones et al., , 2004 Kalick, Zebrowitz, Langlois, & Johnson, 1998; Rhodes et al., 2003) . The problem, of course, is that many attributions made on the basis of attractiveness have little basis in fact. In a meta-analysis by Feingold (1992) , for example, it was shown that although people that are more attractive are perceived as more intelligent, capable, and so forth, there is essentially no relationship between attractiveness and actual intelligence, performance, and so forth. And where real differences are found, they tend to be differences caused by the very fact that people make positive attributions with regard to more attractive people-attractive people are less lonely and socially anxious, have better social skills, are more popular with the opposite sex, and have more same-sex friends (Feingold, 1992) .
The crucial question with regard to face attractiveness and health, then, is whether attractiveness really does correlate positively with health outcomes. Four studies have looked at this question. The first was by Kalick et al. (1998) , who used a large longitudinally studied group of 169 females and 164 males who were born in the 1920s and given detailed medical evaluations annually from ages 3 to 18 years and again in their 30s. The sample participants were photographed around age 17. Ratings of yearly health evaluations were combined to create composite measures for adolescent, middle adult, and late adult health. Kalick et al. then correlated the health measures with ratings of the targets' face attractiveness in their teens. The results revealed no overall relationship between health and face attractiveness for either men or women. The correlations for their male sample between attractiveness and health measures ranged from Ϫ.02 to .05 (ns from 56 to 164), with a weighted average of .02. The correlations for their female sample ranged from Ϫ.10 to .10 (ns from 66 to 169), with a weighted average of .00. Shackelford and Larsen (1999) studied a sample of undergraduates reporting daily health symptoms over the course of a month, including headache, runny or stuffy nose, nausea or upset stomach, muscle soreness or cramps, sore throat or cough, and backache and also measured cardiovascular recovery. The average correlation between attractiveness and the health measures (converting correlations such that positive ones were expected) for the male sample was .17 (n ϭ 34) and was .09 for the female sample (n ϭ 66). Hume and Montgomerie (2001) looked at 189 university students (94 women and 95 men) and correlated face attractiveness judgments with a health rating based on the incidence and seriousness of past diseases, finding no relationship in men (r ϭ Ϫ.03, n ϭ 95) but a strong positive relationship between face attractiveness and past health for women (r ϭ.39, n ϭ 94). Finally, Henderson and Anglin (2003) looked at 25 male and 25 female high school yearbook photos from the 1920s and correlated rated attractiveness with year of death, finding significant positive relationships between longevity and attractiveness for men (r ϭ .34, n ϭ 25, p ϭ .049) and women (r ϭ .36, n ϭ 25, p ϭ .038). Jones & Hill (1993) 42 Ϫ.12 Scheib et al. (1999) 40 Ϫ.48 B. C. Jones et al. (2001) 30 Ϫ.43 D. Jones & Hill (1993) 23 Ϫ.22 D. Jones & Hill (1993) 23 .07 Shackelford & Larsen (1997) 18 .01 Shackelford & Larsen (1997) 16 Ϫ.24 Rikowski & Grammer (1999) 16 Ϫ.60 Grammer & Thornhill (1994) (2001) 94 Ϫ.31 Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al. (2001) 88 .22 D. Jones & Hill (1993) 52 Ϫ.01 D. Jones & Hill (1993) 51 Ϫ.15 D. Jones & Hill (1993) 41 .03 Shackelford & Larsen (1997) 41 .10 B. C. Jones et al. (2001) 30 Ϫ. 41 Shackelford & Larsen (1997) 26 .02 Fink et al. (2001) 20 .09 Rikowski & Grammer (1999) 19 .14 Grammer & Thornhill (1994) 16 Ϫ.48 Weighted mean r Ϫ.06
Note. Negative correlations are in the predicted direction.
Results from these four studies are summarized and averaged in Table 2 and are shown separately for men and women. As shown, face attractiveness appears to be a weak predictor of health in women (weighted average r ϭ .15), and it is clearly not a consistent predictor in men (weighted average r ϭ .04). Soler et al. (2003) correlated women's ratings of the attractiveness of 66 men's photographed faces with properties of semen samples collected from the men. They found attractiveness significantly correlated with sperm motility (r ϭ .28, p Ͻ .05) and better sperm morphology (r ϭ .33, p Ͻ .01) but not sperm concentration (r ϭ .03, ns).
Face Characteristics and Health
Averageness
Only one study has examined face averageness and health; Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al. (2001) used both computer manipulation techniques and natural samples as well as longitudinal health measures in addition to raters' perceptions of targets' health. They found both that photographs that were computer manipulated to increase averageness were perceived by raters to be healthier than the original photos and that raters' ratings of the distinctiveness of faces (an inverse measure of averageness or typicality) correlated negatively with their ratings of their perception of the healthiness of the target in two samples for both sexes.
One of the samples used in Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al. (2001) consisted of the large longitudinally studied group used in Kalick et al. (1998) and described above. Raters rated the distinctiveness of the photographed faces, and these ratings were correlated with health measures from childhood, adolescence, the time of the photograph, and later adulthood. Where a negative correlation indicates that more-typical faces are associated with better health, correlations ranged from Ϫ.28 to Ϫ.05 (ns from 78 to 153) for the male sample and from Ϫ.25 to .06 (ns from 91 to 161) for the female sample. The results for both sexes suggest a very small relationship between rated distinctiveness and actual health, with a weighted average correlation for the male sample of Ϫ.09 and Ϫ.12 for the female sample. Rhodes et al. (2003) -using the same sample from Kalick et al. (1998) and Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al. (2001) -correlated actual adolescent health with rater impressions of face masculinity of 154 males and face femininity of 156 females. Their results showed a significant positive relationship between masculinity and health for men (r ϭ .17, p Ͻ .05) but no relationship between femininity and health for women (r ϭ Ϫ.01, ns).
Face Masculinity/Femininity
Face Symmetry
Faces whose symmetry has been enhanced through computer manipulations have not only been shown to be perceived to be more attractive, but they have been perceived to be healthier as well (e.g., Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al., 2001) . When participants rate their impressions of the symmetry of faces, these ratings have been found to correlate positively (typically around .30) with ratings of apparent health (Grammer & Thornhill, 1994; Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al., 2001) . However, such links are less certain when replacing either impressions of symmetry with actual measures of symmetry or impressions of health with real health histories. Thus, although Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al. (2001) found positive correlations between perceived symmetry and perceived health, (a) they found no relationship between perceived symmetry and actual health measured at several different points in a longitudinal study (correlations less than .06), and (b) they found no relationship between measured symmetry and perceived health (correlations less than .10). B. C. Jones et al. (2001 Jones et al. ( , 2004 found negative relationships between measured face asymmetry and raters' impressions of health in both men and women.
Three studies have been more to the point, measuring asymmetry levels in faces and correlating them with actual health data. The first was by Shackelford and Larsen (1997) , who had four groups of undergraduates (two male groups, with 16 and 18 individuals, and two female groups, with 26 and 41 individuals) keep daily journals of various health symptoms for a month, including headache, runny or stuffy nose, nausea or upset stomach, muscle soreness or cramps, sore throat or cough, and backache and measured their cardiovascular recovery. Shackelford and Larsen (1997) claimed to have found, and have been widely cited for having found (e.g., Hume & Montgomerie, 2001; Kalick et al., 1998; Mealey et al., 1999; Milne et al., 2003; Thornhill & Moller, 1997) , that low face FA is associated with good physiological health. But their findings do not appear to support the claim: When one converts their correlations such that positive ones are expected, 4 of their 14 correlations for the male samples are positive, and 9 of the 14 correlations for the female samples are positive. A simple weighted averaging of correlations by symptom across the two male samples and the two female samples reveals that male correlations range from Ϫ.20 to .05, and female correlations from Ϫ.05 to .27. Overall, the weighted average correlation for the male samples between health and symmetry is Ϫ.08 and .07 for the female samples (with positive correlations expected), indicating little relationship between face FA and physiological health as a general matter in either sex (and, indeed, with the male relationships generally falling in the opposite of the predicted direction).
A second study, similar to Shackelford and Larsen's (1997) , is Tomkinson and Olds's (2000) , which measured a range of health A third study of measured face asymmetry and actual health comes from Rhodes, Zebrowitz, et al. (2001) and used the same longitudinal study from Kalick et al. (1998) described above. That study also failed to find a link between face FA measured at age 17 and health measured at a variety of different times, including childhood, adolescence, age 17, and midadulthood. Where negative correlations were expected, the correlations for the male sample ranged from Ϫ.10 to .10 (ns from 49 to 104), and the weighted average was Ϫ.02. The correlations for the female sample ranged from Ϫ.20 to .14 (ns from 53 to 88), and the weighted average was Ϫ.06.
These three studies are therefore in broad agreement: There appears to be no meaningful relationship between measured face symmetry and actual health.
Summary of Relationships and Discussion
Summary of the Primary Relationships
At the most basic level-the question of whether attractiveness and health correlate positively-attractiveness-health claims find some confirmation among women but not among men in developed Western societies. With regard to bodies, although the relationship between body attractiveness and health outcomes has not been investigated directly, the relationship likely exists in the predicted direction among women in developed Western countries because the general features of the most attractive female bodies (primarily involving the lower ranges of normal BMI and secondarily involving low WHR) are securely known to predict better health (including reproductive health). With men, however, the predicted positive relationship between body attractiveness and health is unlikely to be substantial. The general profile of the most attractive male bodies (involving high chest muscularity in relation to body fat) is known to predict poor health outcomes in a similar manner to profiles involving male bodies that are high in fat without being muscular. If the healthiest male bodies were most attractive, men who are thin (low in fat and muscle) would be most attractive. With respect to male height, we have conflicting evidence both as to whether it affects attractiveness judgments in the first place (as opposed to directly affecting male mate value independently of physical attractiveness judgments) and as to whether it is indicative of better health. For faces, women's face attractiveness does have a small relationship with health (weighted average r across studies ϭ .15), but the relationship is absent among men (weighted average r across studies ϭ .04).
Although there does appear to be a relationship between health and attractiveness in women, a crucial caveat applies: The fact that there is not yet a secure estimate of the size of the relationship with respect to women's bodies, coupled with the fact that the current best estimate of the size of that relationship with regard to women's faces is small (r ϭ .15), indicates that discussions declaring that female attractiveness primarily acts as a health certificate are overstated. Further, when men are included, these discussions can be misleading; the best evidence indicates that male attractiveness is unrelated to health.
Summary of Cue-Based Relationships
The overall relationship between attractiveness and health is typically claimed to exist by virtue of the accumulated effect of the various cues-the cues should predict both attractiveness and health, leading to the direct relationship between attractiveness and health. This claim seems unwarranted with regard to men, however, given that men's attractiveness has not been shown to relate to their health, and therefore there is no relevant relationship present to be accounted for by any set of proposed cues.
The most widely researched specific cues most often fail to predict substantially both attractiveness and health. The clear exceptions, as already noted, are the lower ranges of normal BMI and low WHR in women, both of which predict health (including reproductive health) and attractiveness in essentially the same manner in developed Western societies.
Some of the reviewed cues predict attractiveness in the predicted direction but not health outcomes. These include the following:
1. Men's increased body size from muscularity is associated with higher attractiveness but worse health outcomes.
2. Face averageness in both sexes predicts higher attractiveness, but in the single existing study produced only a small relationship with health outcomes in women and men, with correlations averaging .12 and .09, respectively.
3. Face femininity in women predicts higher attractiveness, but in the single existing study failed to predict health outcomes (r ϭ Ϫ.01).
4. Face asymmetry in men has a small but meaningful relationship with men's face attractiveness (weighted average r across studies ϭ Ϫ.14) but no relationship with health outcomes (average correlations less than .10 in absolute value in each of the three existing studies).
Other proposed attractiveness-health cues have failed to substantially predict attractiveness in the first place:
1. Body and face symmetry in women. Body symmetry has been studied in relation to women's body attractiveness only rarely and indirectly, without substantial results, and has also failed to substantially predict women's health. Women's face asymmetry has been widely studied and is essentially unrelated to their face attractiveness (weighted average r across studies ϭ Ϫ.06) and health (average correlations less than .10 in absolute value in each of the three existing studies).
2. Face masculinity/femininity in men. Men's face masculinity has the unlikely outcome of not typically predicting attractiveness judgments (indeed, the most typical finding has been a preference for male face femininity) but predicting modestly (in a single study) health outcomes (r ϭ .17).
The conclusion of evidence is unclear for some other reviewed cues. Men's height shows clear evidence of desirability but conflicting evidence on whether height affects judgments of physical attractiveness and whether it indicates better or worse health. Preferences for different WHR values in men seem to show, first, that WHR is not an important predictor for men's body attractiveness compared with measures of larger size from muscle; second, that women do not prefer protruding waists (which is consistent with health data); but, third, that women prefer moderately high WHRs (in the .9 range) to lower WHRs, which is likely to run against a health-based preference. Finally, men's body FA has been untested with regard to body attractiveness ratings, except in a single line-drawing study, which found a preference for reduced symmetry; and FA's relationship to overall health outcomes is weak, although data suggest that men with lower body FA have higher sperm quality.
On the whole, with regard to the specific proposed cues, then, there is only secure evidence of attractiveness-health links in both sexes in relation to body fat in general and abdominal fat in particular, more so for women than for men. Conversely, some central components of the recent literature have yet to support the links claimed of them.
Theoretical Implications
Though our review has been aimed at a set of simple claims about the state of the empirical literature on health-attractiveness links in developed Western societies, the findings have some relevance to general theories of attractiveness. We break out the possibilities into three different theoretical orientations and describe the relevance of our review, as well as point to additional categories of evidence not reviewed here that would seem key to evaluating these different perspectives. In evaluating the relevance of our review for different general theoretical orientations to attractiveness, it is important to stress the difference between the relevance of positive and null health-attractiveness findings. Some theories may predict one or the other, while others will not make a prediction one way or the other. Of course, the crucial tests of any theory are not its confirmations, but its disconfirmations.
Theories of Fitness-Irrelevant Origins of Attractiveness Judgments
Some theories claim that attractiveness preferences are based on cultural or developmental processes that are unrelated to health or fitness or are otherwise essentially arbitrary. From our review, it appears that the status of women's body attractiveness provides disconfirming evidence of such claims-women's body attractiveness is strongly determined by characteristics that have known substantial positive relationships with health (including reproductive health) in developed Western societies. Women's face attractiveness also relates positively to their health, which may in part be related to perceptions of weight from faces, given the presence of substantial relationships between women's BMI and face attractiveness.
Evolutionary Theories of Ancestrally Constrained Attractiveness Judgments
Evolutionary psychological theories of physical attractiveness judgments often state that the bases of those judgments are ancestrally constrained. That is, a certain set of criteria for judging attractiveness will reliably appear in normally developing men and women, and those criteria relate to cues that correlated positively with fitness in ancestral environments. The resulting criteria might be posited as gender-specific universals across and within cultures or as contingency driven. The contingency-driven ancestrally constrained view holds that there may have been ranges of variation that appeared within ancestral environments that caused differing cue-fitness relationships, such that what evolved were if-then developmental routines or decision rules that cause individuals with a given set of surrounding circumstances to use one set of attractiveness criteria while causing individuals with different surrounding circumstances to use a different set of attractiveness criteria. What makes the criteria in either case ancestrally constrained is the theory that the resulting attractiveness cues were the cues that tracked fitness-relevant information in the variable ancestral environments. People who today live among circumstances that track a given set of relevant aspects of ancestral environments use the attractiveness criteria that would have correlated with higher fitness in those ancestral environments. People who today live among circumstances that track a different set of relevant aspects of ancestral environments use a different set of attractiveness criteria that would have correlated with higher fitness in ancestral environments with those different aspects.
Layered onto such theories is another dimension we mentioned earlier-namely, conflicting views on the extent to which health outcomes are relevant to determining fitness outcomes. One may believe that current attractiveness cues track ancestral correlates of fitness but believe (for one or both sexes) that health outcomes do not strongly determine fitness outcomes within normally varying populations of potentially reproducing adults. In particular, we mentioned above evolutionary discussions that have stressed that male reproductive success in particular may not be (or may not have been ancestrally) highly tied into male longevity (beyond the life span needed for reaching reproductive adulthood).
As we stressed earlier, our review cannot provide disconfirming evidence for theories that limit their predictions to relationships existing in ancestral environments. And our review also cannot provide disconfirming evidence for evolutionary theories that view normal variations in adult health as having a potentially null relationship with fitness. A positive relationship between attractiveness and health may not be unexpected for ancestrally constrained evolutionary theories of attractiveness, especially for women, but null results from developed Western societies will not disprove them.
However, there is potential evidence that would disprove different versions of ancestrally constrained evolutionary theories, though we have not reviewed that evidence here (to the extent it may exist). For theories positing universal preference sets, disconfirming evidence would come from studies showing substantial cross-culture or within-culture differences in the bases of attractiveness judgments. For theories positing contingency-driven but ancestrally constrained preference sets, disconfirming evidence would come from studies demonstrating the existence of substantial, historically novel attractiveness cues. It is commonly thought that the strong preference in developed Western societies for low BMI in women's bodies meets both the nonuniversal and historically novel criteria; demonstrating such a claim would involve a thorough review of cross-cultural ethnographies and cross-historical accounts. Further disconfirming evidence for ancestrally constrained evolutionary views of attractiveness would come from studies that showed a lack of relationship between widely shared attractiveness cues and fitness or health in societies that are sufficiently similar to ancestral societies. Again, this is a literature we have not attempted to review.
Although our review has not covered the evidence most directly relevant to the central thrust of evolutionary views proposing ancestrally constrained attractiveness judgments, it should still be of interest to some evolutionary theorists in certain aspects. A key example is with respect to the notion that perceptions of symmetry play a key role in attractiveness judgments because of their current or ancestral links to health. With respect to measurable face symmetry in developed Western societies, our conclusion is that there is little reliable basis on which to claim positive healthsymmetry relationships or even positive attractiveness-symmetry relationships for women's faces. Such conclusions do not speak to the possibility that later studies or a more fine-tuned review of symmetry studies may discover solidly identifiable relationships between more reliable measures of FA and more reliable measures of specific health-relevant outcomes. They only speak to the current state of the evidence, generally considered.
Evolutionary Views of Nonconstrained Attractiveness Judgments
The most widely discussed evolutionary psychological theories posit ancestrally constrained models, not just for attractiveness but more generally. However, there is no necessary connection between (a) beliefs in the relevance of evolutionary theory to understanding genetic evolution and beliefs in the importance of genetic effects in human development and (b) beliefs that our genes set up developmental processes with ancestrally defined outcomes, even with multiple sets of contingently arising ancestrally defined outcomes. For example, evolution might have given us genes that lead us to attempt to learn what cues in our environments are associated with health, status, reproductive success, or other potentially fitness-relevant areas and then to find those cues attractive. Contemporary Western data are directly relevant to this conception of how evolution worked. This notion is rarely expressed explicitly in the literature, however, perhaps because it strikes investigators as implausible or because those who operate implicitly under notions of such open-ended possibilities do not often puzzle over developmental mechanisms. Such a theory would be limited to the kinds of information that could be learned by individuals over their younger lives and limited personal experience.
To the extent a theory of attractiveness posits such nonconstrained but fitness-relevant developmental paths and also views normal variations in adult health as important to variations in fitness, a lack of male attractiveness-health links in developed Western societies might be disconfirming. Our conclusions are not disconfirming, however, to a theory that includes nonconstrained but fitness-relevant developmental paths and also holds that health status is more closely tied to female fitness than to male fitness. There is a problem, however, in disproving a theory that holds only that fitness-relevant cues lead to increased attractiveness within a given society because it can tend to be circular, reducing to the prediction that people will be attracted to people to whom others are attracted. It is therefore difficult to know what to make of potential evidence that attractive people have more reproductive opportunities or more offspring without specifying in greater detail the noncircular mechanisms involved.
At least two categories of findings not included in our review would be potentially disconfirming to nonconstrained but fitnessrelevant theories. First, it could be the case that there exist cues that (a) predict health or fitness outcomes in ancestral-related environments and (b) do not predict health or fitness outcomes in modern environments but (c) are nonetheless found attractive in modern environments. Again, we have not attempted to review ancestral-related evidence, but the possible list of cues that we have reviewed that might serve such a function with respect to health outcomes (i.e., contemporary cues that are found attractive but do not relate to health) include men's body muscularity and men's face symmetry and might also include face averageness and women's face femininity (though more work is needed to reliably determine whether these cues in fact do not predict health in modern environments, given that in each case the null conclusion is based on a single study).
A related second category of potentially disconfirming evidence would look for reliably perceivable cues that relate to worse health or fitness outcomes in modern environments and then show that such cues do not relate to attractive judgments. Although we have not performed here a bottom-up search for potential health-based cues outside of the attractiveness literature, two items from our review might fit here: men's facial masculinity, which seems not to be preferred but in a single study modestly predicted men's health, and men's having thin (but not too thin) bodies, which is healthy and preferred to men's having fat bodies but not to their having muscular bodies. Again, however, such data would not disconfirm a theory relating modern attractiveness judgments to modern fitness if it were the case that modern male fitness is not closely related to male health.
Combined Perspectives
We have laid out the theoretical perspectives above as separate ideas, but of course the truth may be that our ultimate sets of attractiveness criteria involve combinations of these notions (and others). Some bases of attractiveness judgments may be reliably developing and universal, based on widely shared ancestral fitness correlates. Some may be reliably developing as a result of nonfitness-relevant developmental biases that are by-products of other selection-driven processes. Some may be reliably developing given the presence of certain environmental triggers based on environmentally contingent ancestral fitness correlates. Some may derive from more open-ended learning mechanisms that attempt to discern the bases of various fitness-relevant local outcomes. Some may begin as relatively universal developmental biases or perhaps as results of simple social imitation but then be later modified by experiential data gathering. Some may be fundamentally arbitrary and survive locally through processes involving in-group ethnic demarcation, runaway sexual selection, or other processes. Given such possibilities, it is important to recognize that "disconfirming" evidence with respect to a given theory and a given cue relates only to that theory and that cue. Our review is not sufficient by itself to attempt a final word on these complex possibilities, though we have noted where we think its relevance comes into play.
